Understanding Clinical Collaborations
Through Federated Classiﬁer Selection
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Contributions
● We argue for the importance of of understanding
how a collaboration may be affecting the quality of
a clinical center’s predictions.
● We propose FRCLS, an algorithm that ﬁnds
regions of the feature space where external
models outperform the local model, and describes
these regions of expertise through simple rules.
● We demonstrate the effectiveness of FRCLS on
two different hospital systems in the context of an
early sepsis prediction task.

Motivation

Dynamic Selection of Candidate Classiﬁers
● For each new instance x, we wish to determine
whether to use:
○ The local classiﬁer cL.
○ A greedy external classiﬁer cE(x) = arg max cm(x) ..
● Deﬁne

● We use cE if ρE(x) > ρ0, where ρ0 minimizes the
p-value of the test:

● Previous work in federated learning for healthcare has
equated utility with predictive power, neglecting other
aspects of clinical utility.
● We are interested in explaining how a clinical
collaboration itself is affecting a center’s predictions, ● A second strategy uses a rule learning algorithm to
e.g., whether a decision is being made based on
create a decision list that maximizes a lower bound
knowledge from an external center.
on the mean of ρE. We use cE if x satisﬁes the rules.
● Rationale of this type can incentivize further
cooperation, inform local resource allocation, or even Results and Discussion
help identify external best practices.
● We demonstrate our method on the early sepsis
prediction
task
proposed
by
[1].
FedeRated CLassiﬁer Selection (FRCLS)
● The data corresponds to ICUs in two hospital
FRCLS proceeds in three stages:
systems. We call them A and B.
● Our local classiﬁers are logistic regression models
1. Training of local classiﬁers.
with ridge penalty.
2. Exchange of classiﬁers.
○ Each hospital is left with a local classiﬁer cL and a
pool of external classiﬁers {cm}m .
3. Dynamic selection of candidate classiﬁers.
○ Happens independently at each center.
Figure 2: Results for our decision list strategy. When the p-value on the
validation set is greater than 0.05 (bolded), no instances are handled by
cE. Accuracies are given for those instances where FRCLS uses cE over
cL.

Figure 1: Intuition behind FRCLS. Inter-center population heterogeneity
makes each hospital an expert on different patient subpopulations.
FRCLS leverages this diversity among classiﬁers and dynamically
picks the model that is best for each incoming instance.
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Figure 3: Rules learned by FRCLS’s decision list strategy.

